Introduction

Historical remarks
The first serious attempt to establish a comprehensive list of "cosmic abundances" was made by the geochemist Victor Moritz Goldschmidt. During the 20s and 30s of the last century Goldschmidt and his colleagues in Göttingen, and later in Oslo, measured and compiled chemical data of terrestrial rocks, meteorites and individual phases of meteorites. Based on these data Goldschmidt [38G] set up a cosmic abundance table which he published in 1938 in the ninth volume of his "Geochemische Verteilungsgesetze der Elemente" (The geochemical laws of the distribution of the elements) entitled "Die Mengenverhältnisse der Elemente und der Atom-Arten" (The proportions of the elements and the various types of atoms). Like Farrington in 1915, Goldschmidt believed that meteorites might provide the average composition of cosmic matter. He realized that most meteorites should be representative of average cosmic matter because they have not been affected by physico-chemical processes (e.g., melting and crystallization), whereas the crust of the Earth, which formed after formation of a metal core by melting of the mantle, is not representative of the Earth's bulk composition. The bulk Earth composition should be that of average cosmic matter. Goldschmidt calculated the average concentrations of elements in cosmic matter by using a weighted mean of element abundances in meteorite phases: metal (2 parts), sulfide (1 part) and silicates (10) parts. Since the highly volatile elements (C, O, N, rare gases), are depleted in meteorites, Goldschmidt amended his abundance list with Russell's abundance data of the solar photosphere that had become available in 1929 [29R] . In his list of solar abundances, Russell incorporated earlier work on meteorites by Goldschmidt to derive the abundance distribution of the elements.
Goldschmidt's and Russell's lists had most of the major features of the Solar System abundances as we know them today: The dominance of H and He, the strong decrease in abundance with increasing atomic number, the very low abundances of Li, Be, and B, and the pronounced abundance peak at 56 Fe. These lists also confirmed the significantly higher abundances of elements with even atomic number than that of their odd-numbered neighbors which had been discovered before by Oddo and Harkins in the 1910s and 20s for elements up to the ). In his paper, Goldschmidt [38G] commented briefly on the existence of transuranian elements. He also recognized the preponderance of nuclides with mass numbers of 50 and 82 which among other things led to the nuclear shell model.
Almost 20 years later Brown [49B] and Suess and Urey [56S] published new abundance tables. The Suess and Urey compilation was particularly influential for theories of nucleosynthesis [57B, 57C] and for the development of nuclear astrophysics in general. Later compilations ([73C, 89A, 93P, 03P1, 03L] and others) took into account improved analytical data of meteorites and of the solar photospheric spectrum.
The German physicist Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787 -1826) was the first to observe dark lines in the spectrum of the light emitted from the Sun and he identified several hundred lines. Some fifty years later G. Kirchhoff (1824 Kirchhoff ( -1887 recognized that the dark lines in the sunlight spectrum are characteristic of chemical elements and he correctly concluded that the outer cooler layers of the Sun absorb radiation from the hotter underlying parts. Sodium was the first element that was detected in terrestrial rocks, meteorites, and the Sun. At the beginning of the 20th century, Miss C.H. Payne [25P] made the first attempts to quantify the information contained in stellar and solar absorption lines. She recognized the large abundance of H in stars and gave the first estimates of the chemical composition of stellar atmospheres. Later N.H. Russell [29R] published the first list of the elemental abundances of 56 elements in the solar photosphere. Improvements in instrumentation and in interpretation of the absorption spectra through increased knowledge of atomic absorption properties as well as better modeling of the solar photosphere produced increasingly accurate data of the composition of the solar photosphere.
The photospheric abundances of elements heavier than oxygen (and except the rare gases) can be compared with the abundances in meteorites. As discussed below, abundances of five meteorites constituting the group of CI-chondrites show excellent agreement with photospheric abundances. This agreement has evolved over the years and is now better than ±10% for 40 elements as described below. The combination of elemental abundances in CI-meteorites and in the Sun allows an estimate of the elemental composition of the bulk Solar System.
Solar System matter
Our Solar System is the result of the gravitational collapse of a small part of a giant molecular cloud. It is often assumed that the Sun, the planets, and all other objects in the Solar System formed from a hot gaseous nebula with well defined chemical and isotopic composition. The findings of comparatively large (on a per mil level) and widespread variations in oxygen isotopic composition has cast doubt upon this assumption (see [03C] and references therein). Additional evidence of incomplete mixing and small-scale homogenization of elements and nuclides in the primordial solar nebula is provided by the detection of huge (up to the percent level) isotope anomalies of some heavy elements in meteoritic silicon carbide (SiC) grains (e. g., [03Z, 05L1] ).
Until recently it was still assumed that isotope anomalies delivered by pre-solar grains are volumetrically negligible and that in all types of meteorites and planets, elements other than oxygen are isotopically uniform, with the exception of some rare Ca,Al-rich inclusions (CAI) that have large isotopic anomalies in most elements analysed (FUN-inclusions). Rotaru et al. [92R] first showed that although Cr in bulk carbonaceous chondrites is isotopically uniform, selective dissolution of meteorites revealed large isotopic variations in the various fractions thus removed from the meteorites. Similar observations were later made for Os [05B1] and Zr [05S1] .
As an example, the isotopic composition of Zr in various fractions of the Murchison meteorite is shown in Fig. 1 [05S1] . The fractions were produced by dissolving the meteorite with increasingly stronger acids. The numbers indicate the leaching steps. When compared to the normal terrestrial isotopic composition of Zr, the first leachates have an excess of r-process 96 Zr, the last ones show a depletion. The latter pattern is very similar to that of Zr in some graphite and mainstream SiC-grains that originated in red giant stars, whereas the first patterns are comparable to patterns found in graphite grains and SiC grains of type X believed to come from supernovae. The anomalies in the separated presolar grains are orders of magnitude higher than in the meteoritic leachates; notice the different size of the scales in Fig. 1 . Although individual phases in chondritic meteorites carry anomalies in Zr (and some other elements) bulk meteorite samples have the same isotopic composition as other Solar System materials, including the Earth. In a few cases, such as, for example 54 Cr, anomalies may show up in bulk samples. So far it appears that these anomalies are restricted to elements that form stable compounds at high temperatures or are incorporated into such phases. The important conclusion is that the solar nebula never was entirely isotopically homogeneous, which also excludes that all components of chondrites condensed from a single homogeneous gaseous cloud.
Primitive chondrites may contain a significant fraction of unprocessed interstellar material with large isotope anomalies in physically separable components. However, there must be an intimate mixture of components on a very fine scale, as the anomalies show only small effects (Cr) or do not show up at all in bulk samples (Os, Zr) . The larger variations in oxygen isotopes may result from extensive gas solid reaction in the early stages of the evolution of the Solar System. Chemical similarities of estimated bulk compositions and almost identical isotopic compositions of Earth, Mars, Moon and primitive, unprocessed meteorites indicate a single source for all these objects, the proto-solar nebula, well mixed on a macroscopic scale. Still, there are subtle chemical variations in the bulk composition of chondritic meteorites as well as planets (e.g. volatile elements) that may be ascribed to fractionation during formation and processing of solid Solar System matter, as described in the next section. 
Condensation temperatures
Many of the processes responsible for the variable chemical composition of primitive meteorites are related to the temperature of formation of meteoritic components. Although it is difficult to unambiguously establish the condensation origin of any single meteoritic component, the relative elemental abundance patterns in meteorites indicate that condensation and/or evaporation processes must have occurred in the early Solar System and that the nebular volatilities of the elements were an important factor in establishing the various meteorite compositions. A convenient measure of volatility is the condensation temperature. These temperatures are calculated by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium between solids and a cooling gas of solar composition. Major elements condense as minerals while minor and trace elements condense in solid solution with the major phases. The temperature where 50% of an element is in the condensed phase is called the 50% condensation temperature [85W] . Condensation temperatures depend on total pressure. Table 1 lists the calculated 50% condensation temperatures at a nebular total pressure of 10 −4 bars; taken from [03L] .
Within this framework, six more or less well defined components account for the variations in the elemental abundances in primitive meteorites. In addition, the state of oxidation of a meteorite is an important parameter that controls abundance variations, which adds to the complexity of chondritic meteorites.
Chondritic meteorites
Components of chondritic meteorites
According to the condensation temperatures, the following components are distinguished (Table 1): (1) Refractory component: The first phases to condense from a cooling gas of solar composition are Ca, Al-oxides and silicates associated with a comparatively large number of trace elements, such as the REE (rare earth elements), Zr, Hf, and Sc (Table 1) . These elements are named refractory lithophile elements (RLE), in contrast to the refractory siderophile elements (RSE) comprised of metals with low vapor pressures, e.g., W, Os, Ir ( In Fig. 2 , the depletion of moderately volatile elements in CM-chondrites relative CI-chondrites is shown. The smooth decline in abundance ratios with condensation temperature − irrespective of the geochemical character of the elements − suggests volatility control of abundances in CM-chondrites.
Chemical variations in chondritic meteorites and the significance of CI-chondrites
The variations of selected element/silicon concentration ratios in the different groups of chondritic meteorites are shown in Fig. 3 . All element/silicon ratios are further normalized to the CI-ratios (taken from Table 3 ). Meteorite groups are arranged in order of decreasing bulk oxygen content, i.e. decreasing average oxygen fugacity (Fig. 3) . Element ratios in the solar photosphere determined by absorption spectroscopy are shown for comparison ( Table 4) .
The element Al is generally representative of refractory elements and the Al/Si ratios indicate the fraction of the refractory component relative to the major element fraction in the meteorite groups. The Al/Si ratio of CI-chondrites agrees best with the photospheric ratio, although the ratios in CM (type 2) carbonaceous chondrites and even OC (ordinary chondrites) are almost within the error bar of the solar ratio, which is above 20 %. The errors of the meteorite ratios are below 10 %, in many cases below 5 %.
A very similar pattern across the meteorite groups in Fig. 3 as for Al/Si would be obtained for other refractory element/Si ratios (Ca, Ti, Sc, REE etc.) , because the ratios among refractory elements are more or less constant in all classes of chondritic meteorites. The average Sun/CI-meteorite ratio from 20 well determined refractory lithophile elements (Al, Ca, Ti, V, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Er, Lu, see Table 4 ) is 1.007 with a standard deviation of 5.4%. Thus the photospheric/CI-chondritic ratio of refractory elements has an uncertainty of only 5.4%. It appears that only CI-chondrites match the refractory element/Si ratios of the Sun. The relative concentration of refractory elements is higher in all types of carbonaceous chondrites (except CR-chondrites, not shown in Fig. 3 ) and lower in ordinary chondrites (OC) and enstatite chondrites (EC).
The Mg/Si ratio of CI-chondrites matches that of the Sun (Fig. 3) . This ratio is, however, less diagnostic, because carbonaceous chondrite groups have almost the same Mg/Si ratio [01W] . The OC and the EC contain significantly less Mg. The error of the solar ratio is about 20% (combining the errors of Si and Mg) and covers the range of all classes of chondrites except the EH-chondrites.
The range of Fe in chondritic meteorites varies by about a factor of two (Fig. 3) . Recently discovered sub-groups of carbonaceous chondrites show large excesses or depletions of Fe, indicating that metal behaves as an independent component; some groups are depleted in Fe and other siderophile elements, others are enriched, independent of other properties (e.g. [03K] ). The excellent agreement of CI-meteorite abundance ratios with solar abundance ratios is obvious, although the formal error of the solar Feabundance is significant (Table 4) . However, here the same argument as that applied to refractory elements can be used. The abundance patterns of Ni and Co are identical to those of Fe and the error in the solar abundance of Ni is only half of that of Fe and Co (Table 4 ). The combined error associated with the solar/CI-meteorite ratio for these three metals is then below 10 %, demonstrating that most types of meteorites have Fe/Si ratios different from CI-meteorites.
The CI-chondrites have the highest contents of moderately volatile and highly volatile elements (Na, Zn, S) and are highest in oxygen of all chondritic meteorites (a large fraction of O is in hydrous silicates and hydrated salts). However, in contrast to other highly volatile elements, such as Pb, the content of oxygen is still a factor of two below that of the solar photosphere (Fig. 3) , implying that water is not fully condensed. The notion of incomplete condensation of volatile elements in most meteorite groups is supported by the observation that there is no known group of meteorites enriched in these elements relative to the average Solar System abundances [88P] .
Only one group of meteorites, the CI-chondrites closely matches solar abundances for elements representing the various cosmochemical groups, except for the extremely volatile elements such as the rare gases, H, C, N, O, and Li which will be discussed in a later section. All other chondrite groups deviate from solar abundances and these deviations can be understood, at least in principle, by gas-solid fractionation processes in the early Solar System. 
Meteorite derived Solar System abundances
CI-meteorites as a standard for Solar System abundances
Among the more than forty thousand recovered meteorites, only five are observed falls of CI-chondrites: Orgueil, Ivuna, Alais, Tonk, and Revelstoke (Table 2 ). These meteorites are very fragile and easily break up during atmospheric entry. In addition, their survival time on Earth is short, which is why CI-chondrites found in Antarctica are of limited use as abundance standards. Most analyses have been performed on the Orgueil meteorite, simply because it is the largest CI-meteorite and material is easily available for analysis. However, problems with sample size, sample preparation and the mobility of the elements are reflected in the chemical heterogeneities within the Orgueil meteorite, and can make a comparison of the data obtained by different authors difficult. This contributes to the uncertainties in CI abundances. The chemical composition of CI-chondrites as shown Fig. 3 is the basis for designating these meteorites as primitive or unfractionated. Texturally and mineralogically, they are far from being primitive. CI-meteorites are microbreccias with millimeter to submillimeter clasts of variable composition. Late stage fractures filled with carbonates, hydrated Ca and Mg sulfates demonstrate that low temperature processes have affected the meteorite, and are even occurring presently, in the terrestrial environment, such as redistribution of some elements into epsomite (hydrated Mg-sulfate). The CIchondrites have no chondrules and consist almost entirely of extremely fine grained hydrous silicates with about 10% magnetite, ~ 5 -7% salts (carbonates, sulfates), some pyrrhotite and pentlandite (less than 5%; [04B1, 06M1) . High temperature phases such as olivine and pyroxene make only up a few percent.
Clearly, the CI-chondrites match solar abundances very closely, their present texture and mineralogy has been largely established by processes that occurred late on the Orgueil parent body. However, on a cm scale these processes must have been essentially isochemical, otherwise the chemical composition of Orgueil would be much more heterogeneous and would not have retained solar abundance ratios for so many elements.
Abundances of the elements in CI-chondrites
The abundance Table is an update of an earlier compilation in Landolt-Börnstein by [93P] and [03P1] . These compilation emphasise the use of the Orgueil meteorite as CI standard rock, because it is the most massive of the 5 CI-chondrite falls and therefore the most analyzed one. Another approach was taken by [03L] who used data from all 5 CI-chondrites and computed weighted average compositions. However, since most analytical data are from Orgueil, these weighted averages are strongly dominated by this meteorite. In the compilation here we continue the tradition of [93P] using primarily Orgueil data for CIabundances. A comparison of the data from Orgueil and other CI-chondrites is in [03L] and a more detailed comparison of analytical data of CI-chondrites is made in a forthcoming paper. However, compositional differences among CI-chondrites are very small, if they exist at all (see Table 3 in [03L] ).
During the last years, many new data on trace elements became available, primarily because of improvement in instrumentation. The application of Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) has led to a wealth of new, high quality analyses of Orgueil and other primitive meteorites. These data are included, if the new results are sufficiently different from the earlier abundances (Table 3) . In many cases an extensive collection of data on CI-chondrites by Lodders is used [09L] .
One of the problems with analytical data on CI-chondrites is the variable absolute abundance level of many elements, due to variable water contents and/or massive alteration of fine grained matrix material. It is therefore sometimes useful to consider ratios of geochemically similar elements and tie them to the absolute abundance of a single element, which needs to be accurately determined. For example, the Ca/Al ratio of 1.085 is fairly constant in carbonaceous chondrites [70A] . In the new compilation the average Al content of 25 Orgueil analyses is 0.850 % with a standard deviation of 6.4%, whereas the average Ca content of 0.901 % has a standard deviation of 14%, twice that of Al [09L]. We therefore used the Al content of 0.850 % and multiplied it with the carbonaceous chondrite Ca/Al ratio to obtain 0.922 % of Ca for average Orgueil. The reason for the larger spread in Ca is most likely the higher mobility of Ca in the aqueous environment of the Orgueil parent body.
Another example is the Y/Ho ratio that has been determined in carbonaceous chondrites as 25.94 with an uncertainty of 0.3 % [07P] , but the absolute concentrations of both, Y and Ho, are much more uncertain. We used such ratios to infer more precise concentrations, in other instances we checked the consistency of the Orgueil concentrations derived from average values by using constraints from element ratios.
Each element was assigned an estimated uncertainty. In cases where the quality of individual analyses is roughly comparable, this reflects the spread in individual Orgueil analyses. In cases with limited analyses we use the uncertainty given by the authors. The distinction between accuracy and precision is not clear in all cases. Some authors prefer to give only estimates for precision. The listed uncertainties of Table 3 should give a rough estimate of the quality of the CI-values, but for elements where precision is high but accuracy low we have assigned larger uncertainties than those given by authors. In this paper element concentrations in Orgueil are given in ppm and ppb by mass, which is also abbreviated as μg/g and ng/g, respectively. For most elements we list three significant digits. Some of the data were taken from earlier compilations: [93P, 03P1, 03L] , and for elements marked "com" in Table 3 , we added new literature data or made new estimates as described in the text.
The light element abundances (Li to N) are taken from [03L] and we included additional data from [06M2] for Be. Oxygen in meteorites is difficult to determine and especially complicated in CI-chondrites because of the hygroscopic nature of the Mg-sulfates that form as alteration products in the terrestrial environment. The varying water contents − depending on humidity − and increased oxidation of original meteoritic phases change the O content of CI-chondrites while they reside in museums. Three direct analysis of the O concentrations by fast neutron activation analysis gave 46.54 ± 0.8 mass% for Orgueil ( [09S1, 64W] ), whereas the O content computed as the difference to 100% gives 45.85 mass%. The 1.5 % higher value from instrumental neutron activation analyses (INAA) may well reflect the varying degrees of hydration. Here the oxygen value of 45.85 mass% from the difference to 100% is listed in the Table, but O variations due to changing water content should be borne in mind when using this value for modelling.
There are many analyses of Na in Orgueil. By removing those which deviate by more than 10% from the average a mean Na of 4990 ppm is obtained. The average Mg and Si contents from 20 Orgueil analyses are 9.58% and 10.70% respectively, leading to a typical Si/Mg carbonaceous chondrite ratio of 0.895, half a percent below 0.900. For Al see discussion in the introduction to this section.
The average P abundance in Orgueil from 9 analyses is 967 ± 90 ppm. The average is mainly based on X-ray fluorescence (XRF) data [01W] and recent inductively-coupled-plasma mass-spectrometry (ICP-MS) data by [06M2] .
For Ti we obtain a value of 451 ± 37 ppm, based on an average of 17 analyses [09L]. For elements from V to Ge newer results are similar to the data in [93P] which we have kept, except for Fe, which is now 18.53% [09L].
We adopted 1.74 ppm for As from an average of 20 analyses [09L]. We primarily used INAA data for Se, which average to 20.3 ppm [09L]. Preference to INAA was given for the Br concentration, however, following [82A] data from [79D] were not included.
We used primarily mass spectrometric data for Rb and Sr, which give 2.31 ppm Rb and 7.81 ppm Sr, using 21 and 20 analyses [09L], respectively.
Eleven analyses give an average value of 1.58 ± 0.15 for Y [09L] . In a second approach we considered the very constant Y/Ho ratio of 25.94 ± 0.84 [07P] . A similar value of 25.9 is derived from data in [06M2] . Using the Ho concentration of 0.0752 ppm (see below) gives an Y concentration of 1.48 ppm. We use the mean of both values and obtain 1.53 ppm for Y.
The average Zr of 18 Orgueil samples is 3.82 ppm with a spread of 0.42 ppm [09L]. This is nearly identical to the old value of 3.86 ppm by [00J] . The ICP-MS Orgueil analysis of 4.935 ppm by [03M] is much too high, probably reflecting sample heterogeneity. Other ICP-MS analyses of four small Orgueil chips yielded an average concentration of 3.69 ± 0.42 ppm [07L1] , again with a significant spread that suggests inhomogeneous distribution of Zr in Orgueil. The average Zr/Hf of 14 carbonaceous chondrites analyzed by [03M] is 34.09 with a standard deviation of 1.3%. The paper by [07L1] reports a similar ratio of 33.97 ± 0.9 for the average from four Orgueil chips. In addition [79S] determined a mean Zr/Hf ratio of 34.3 ± 0.2 in CM-meteorites and reported the same ratio for CV-meteorites. In view of this consistency, we calculate a Zr concentration of 3.62 ppm from the average Zr/Hf= 34.12 using the relatively well defined Hf content of 106 ppb (see below). This low Zr content for Orgueil needs confirmation.
The Zr/Nb ratio of 13.08 ± 1.06 measured by [03M] is reasonably constant in all carbonaceous chondrites and agrees with the average ratio of 12.78 ± 0.25 in four Orgueil samples analyzed by [07L1] . An average Zr/Nb ratio of 12.93 yields a Nb concentration of 0.279 ppm for CI-chondrites. This compares well to the direct average of 0.280 ± 0.037 ppm from 11 analysis but both values are significantly higher than the earlier value of 0.247 ppm based on [00J] . These authors had obtained a 20% higher Zr/Nb ratio. We prefer the newer ICP-MS analyses of [03M] [96J] . The estimated uncertainty for Rh was arbitrarily increased to account for accuracy.
The Pd data of 17 Orgueil samples average to 558 ± 19 ppb. Several analyses by thermal ionisation mass spectrometry (TIMS) average to 555 ppb [84L] , in agreement with 556 ppb determined with laser ablation (LA) -ICP-MS by [08S1] . Two ICP-MS analyses by [96Y] give 570 ppb and two determinations by [03H] yield 574 ppb.
New average concentrations were calculated for elements from Ag to Te. Any differences to earlier values were found to be very small in all cases. Iodine in Orgueil from 4 samples by [79D] and one from [67G] averages to 530 ± 20 ppb. The Cs and Ba values have not changed significantly, so we kept the old values from [93P] .
Early REE analyses of Orgueil were done with neutron activation procedures, whereas modern analyses use mass spectrometric methods. The latter are generally considered more accurate. We have primarily used data sets by [74N], [84B], and [06M2] . Two Orgueil analyses with isotope dilution (ID) by [78E] are untypical for Orgueil, one is too high in all REE analysed, the other sample is too low. However, average Orgueil calculated from these and other chondrite data by [78E] fit reasonably well with the average calculated from the data sets mentioned above. Some of the REE analyses by [02F] deviate considerably from the averages in [09L], in particular Dy, Yb and Eu (see below). The [02F] data were therefore not considered in the averages. We used REE concentration ratios of CI-and CMchondrites for some of the REE ([74N, 06M2]), which improves statistics. The inclusion of CM-chondrite data makes the explicit assumption that the refractory REE are not fractionated from each other in CMchondrites. The values of all REE concentrations derived by these procedures agree with the older values given in [03P1] within 2%. Estimated uncertainties of all REE are set to 5% for multi-isotope elements and 7% for mono-isotopic REE.
We Table 3 . The difference between the two data sets is below 2% in most cases. This procedure gives most weight to data obtained by mass spectrometry but considers also the data produced with other methods. The Sm/Nd ratio of 0.323 derived from the data sets above and the extensive set of [08B1] leads to a Nd concentration of 471 ppb. The concentrations of mono-isotopic REE were not determined by [74N] and [84B] , and their determination with INAA is also more difficult. The ICP-MS analyses of [06M2] produced data on Pr, Tb, Ho and Tm. The CI-abundances of these elements were established by taking the mean of the concentrations derived by the method using Yb/element concentration ratios with the data by [06M2] and for CM-chondrites, and the concentration averages from [09L].
The average for Lu from 21 analyses gives 24.92 ± 1.7 ppb in Orgueil, whereas the mean of 6 TIMS and ICP-MS analyses is 25.48 ± 0.0006. Using the Yb/Lu ratio of 6.67 derived from ID and ICP-MS data, gives a Lu content of 25.34 ± 1.3 ppb for Orgueil. The mean of the three approaches is 25.3 ppm, marginally higher than the average from all data, which include INAA values as well.
The Lu/Hf ratio of 0.238 is extremely well determined in chondritic meteorites because dating with the 176 Hf system requires precise knowledge of the concentrations of both elements. Applying our recommended Lu concentration of 25.3 ppb, this ratio translates to an Hf concentration of 106 ppb. The average of 24 individual analyses by INAA and mass spectrometry for Orgueil gives 110±10 ppb Hf. Giving preference to mass spectrometric methods also leads to an Hf concentration of 106 ppb for CIchondrites. The old isotope dilution analysis of Hf by [84B] gave 106.6 ppb as an average of two samples. A recent analysis by ICP-MS [04K] showed some variability in Hf with one sample containing 106.4 ppb in good agreement with 106 ppb obtained by [08B1] . A second sample from [04K] , however, contained 120.9 ppb, which is not included in averaging. In Table 3 we list a value of 106 ppb with an estimated uncertainty of 5 %.
As mentioned above, two recent data sets for Zr, Nb, Hf and Ta yield the same Zr/Hf and Zr/Nb ratios, but they disagree in their Nb/Ta ratios. While [03M] report Nb/Ta = 20.40 in CI-and CMchondrites, [07L1] obtained an average of 17.99 from their four Orgueil analyses. This is close to the average Nb/Ta ratio of 17.73 by [00J] for three CM-and CI-chondrites. We adopt the average Nb/Ta ratio of 19.20 from [03M] and [07L1] and calculate the corresponding Ta content of 0.0145 ppm for CIchondrites, which is close to the old Ta values of 0.0142 in [03P1] and 0.0145 ppm in [03L] , but less than the average of 0.0159±0.0018 ppm obtained by including all new data. The high standard deviation of the average shows that for Ta the ratio method is more reliable. The abundances of Zr, Hf, Nb and Ta are not yet fully consistent. A particular problem is that [03M] found a significantly lower Nb/Ta ratio in type 3 carbonaceous chondrites than in CI-or CM-chondrites, implying fractionations among refractory elements within the various groups of carbonaceous chondrites. This is not corroborated by other refractory element ratios, such as the Zr/Hf and Zr/Nb ratios which are constant in the various groups of carbonaceous chondrites.
The W concentration in CI-chondrites can be calculated from Hf/W ratios. Several recent analyses are available for carbonaceous chondrites because the Hf/W ratio is important for radiometric dating. Both Hf and W are refractory elements and their concentration ratio appears to be constant within the various types of carbonaceous chondrites. The average Hf/W ratio of two Orgueil samples, five Allende splits and 12 other carbonaceous chondrites analysed by [04K] is 1.11 ± 0.13 ppm. A Hf content of 106 ppb leads to a W CI-abundance of 96 ± 10 ppb, in agreement with earlier data by [82R] , and the direct average of 96 ± 13 ppb from 7 analyses [09L].
The noble metals include Au, Ag, and the six Platinum Group Elements (PGE) Ru, Rh, Pd and Os, Ir, Pt. Except for Pd, the PGE are refractory metals with generally constant concentration ratios in chondritic meteorites. The refractory noble metals and Re condense at temperatures above FeNi-alloys, whereas the noble metals Pd, Au and Ag have condensation temperatures below FeNi [08P, 03L]. The major reason for variable Pd/Ir and Au/Ir ratios in different types of chondrites is the higher volatility of Pd and Au. In geochemistry, the noble metals and Re are collectively termed highly siderophile elements (HSE), because their metal/silicate partition coefficients are above 10.000. [03H] . The average Ir content of 44 Orgueil samples is 469 ± 25 ppb. The larger number of values reflects that Ir is the only PGE that can be reliably determined by instrumental neutron activation analysis at the level present in chondritic meteorites. The Os/Ir ratio of 1.053 compares favourably with the average of 1.05 ±0.02 from type 1 and 2 carbonaceous chondrites [03H] . The mean Pt concentration of 17 Orgueil samples is 947 ± 72 ppb. The corresponding Pt/Ir ratio is 2.02, which is slightly above the ratio of 1.93 ± 0.1 obtained from the CI-and CM-chondrites [03H] . The average concentration of 146 ±17 ppb for Au is from 40 analyses of Orgueil [09L].
Comparison with other abundance tables
The chemical composition of the Orgueil meteorite is now known better than 10% for most elements. There are 8 elements where the difference between the element concentrations in Orgueil recommended here and those of the Anders and Grevesse compilation [89A] differ by more than 10% (see Table 3 for a comparison). New analyses since 1989 have improved the accuracy of the concentrations of Be, B, P, S, Se and Nb, while the abundances of I and Hg are still poorly known. Orgueil is heavily contaminated with Hg [93P] and for I new bulk analyses are necessary to resolve the existing differences. There are 20 elements which differ by less than 10% but by more than 5%. These are all trace elements where, in most cases, new analyses have produced more consistent results (Br, Zr, N, Tm, Re, As, Ni, Pb, Pr, Sn, Tb, and Th). For the three mono-isotopic REE Tm, Pr, and Tb there are new data with ICP-MS, although these were done on small samples. As discussed above, the concentration values of these three elements were further improved by using concentration ratios with other elements in CM-meteorites. The new Zr concentration is lower than in most previous compilations, because the new value is based on the very constant Zr/Hf ratio of carbonaceous chondrites [03M] . The low Zr concentration in CI-chondrites needs further verification. The Re content in Orgueil is now better defined as it is based on the constant Os/Re ratio measured in different carbonaceous chondrites and the reasonably well defined Os-content, which in turn is based on a constant Os/Ir ratio. The Br and N concentrations in Orgueil and the other CImeteorites may be quite variable.
Photospheric abundances
Most elemental abundance data for the Sun are derived by spectroscopy of the solar photosphere. The quantitative determination of the elemental abundances in the Sun involves three steps, first the construction of a numerical model atmosphere, then the calculation of an emitted spectrum based on the model atmosphere, finally a comparison of this spectrum with the observed spectrum, e.g., [95C] . Converting the absorption lines into abundances requires the knowledge of line positions of neutral and ionized atoms and the transition probabilities and lifetimes of the excited atomic states. Another assumption usually made in calculating solar abundances is that of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), i.e. "the quantum-mechanical states of atoms, ions, and molecules are populated according to the relations of Boltzmann and Saha, valid strictly in thermodynamic equilibrium" [01H]. In newer calculations deviations from local thermodynamic equilibrium, ("NLTE") are taken into account. More recent hydrodynamical models include 3D effects such as convective flows and granulation of the solar atmosphere. The application of 3D models instead of 1D or 2D models to abundance determinations led to lower abundances of several elements, notably oxygen, but significant reductions of photospheric abundances in other elements (e.g., Na, Al, Si) were also reported (see, e.g., [05A1] ). In addition, different 3D models lead to different results, as discussed, for example, by Shi et al. [08S2] for silicon. Hence abundances derived with 3D models should be regarded with some caution. The lower abundances derived for some elements from these models cause problems for standard solar models that describe the evolution of the Sun to its current radius and luminosity.
In the following we give preference to elemental abundances derived with more conservative solar atmospheric models; although for some elements (e.g., P, S, Eu) 1D/2D and some 3D models produce the same results (see below).
Our recommended solar photospheric abundances are listed in Table 4 . Elemental abundances are normalized to 10 12 atoms of hydrogen, usually on a logarithmic scale as is practice in astronomy. The data are given as:
where N (El) / N (H) is the atomic ratio of element El to H. As mentioned above, most elements are determined spectroscopically. Exceptions are rare gases and some elements that have no accessible or only heavily blended lines for quantitative spectroscopy in the photosphere (e.g., As, Se, Br, Te, I, Cs). For some elements, sunspot spectra (e.g., F, Cl, Tl, In) are used and the uncertainty of these data is large. Most of the data listed in Table 4 are from an earlier compilation by Lodders [03L] where references to the original papers can be found. Uncertainties are given in the logarithmic scale as dex-units, which are connected to the standard deviation σ by:
Elements for which new abundances are available are discussed separately in the next section. Li: We kept the value of A(Li) = 1.1 ± 0.1 selected in [03L] which was determined by [94C1] . In [05A1] the analysis from Mueller et al. [75M] of A(Li) = 1.0 ± 0.1 was amended with 3D models to give 1.05 ± 0.10. Considering the large uncertainty involved and the uncertainties in the 3D models, we keep the [03L] [07L3] . Another recent redetermination of the photospheric Hf abundance using 3D models gives A(Hf) = 0.87 ± 0.04 [08C2] . Os: Quinet et al. [06Q] found A(Os) = 1.25 ± 0.11. This is significantly lower than the value of 1.45 ± 0.10 used in previous compilations, including [03L] . Both Os values seem to be problematic when compared to the meteoritic value. The meteoritic/photospheric ratio of the older value is 0.83, and of the new 1.3. Grevesse et al. [07G] selected the newer, smaller abundance. We keep the higher value A(Os) = 1.45 as it fits better to the meteoritic value, and it also fits better with the abundance systematics in the Ptelement region predicted from nucleosynthesis models. A new analysis is required. Pt: According to Den Hartog [05D] , the photospheric Pt abundance is not very reliable. The value selected in [03L] is adopted here, but is assigned a 0.3 dex uncertainty (factor 2) to emphasize its low reliability. Tl: The Tl value of 0.95 ± 0.2 is from the linear average of the endmember composition of 0.72 < A(Tl) < 1.1 selected in [03L] that was found for sunspot spectra. The uncertainty quoted here is to indicate the derived range. There are no new measurements. Th: The photospheric Th abundance is difficult to determine because the only accessible and weak Th line in the photospheric spectrum is heavily blended with Ni I and Ni II. Caffau et al. [08C2] report a nominal abundance A(Th) = 0.08 ± 0.03, which should not be over-interpreted because of the line blends. 
Comparison of photospheric and meteoritic abundances
In order to compare the CI-chondrite abundances with the photospheric abundances, the Si-normalized atomic meteorite abundances of Table 3 (N Si = 10 6 ; cosmochemical abundance scale) were converted to the hydrogen-normalized abundances (log N H = A(H) = 12; astronomical abundance scale) of Table 4 . The conversion between the two scales requires a scale conversion factor (for the log-scales, a conversion constant). This factor was calculated by subtracting the logarithm of the Si-normalized meteoritic abundances (Table 3 ) from the logarithmic H-normalized solar abundances (Table 4 ). The comparison was made for all elements heavier than neon that have uncertainties of less than 0.1 dex, i.e., below about 25%, in their photospheric abundance determinations. There are 39 elements that qualify for this procedure. The log of the average ratio of solar abundance per 10 12 H atoms/meteorite abundance per 10 6 Si atoms is 1.533 ± 0.042. The abundances on the cosmochemical (N cos ) and astronomical (N astron .) scales are coupled as:
This yields a Si-abundance on the astronomical scale of A(Si) = 7.533 and a hydrogen abundance on the meteoritic scale of log N met (H) = 10.47, corresponding to 2.93×10 10 atoms of H relative to 10 6 atoms Si, i.e., there are about 30 000 more H atoms than Si atoms in the Sun. A conversion constant of 1.554 ± 0.020 was used by Anders and Grevesse [89A] , which leads to a H abundance of 2.79×10 10 atoms on the meteoritic scale. Lodders [03L] reported a value of 1.539 ± 0.046 for 35 elements for which photospheric abundances were determined with less than 25% uncertainty, and used a constant of 1.540, which is exactly the log of the ratio of Si in the astronomic to the meteoritic scale. The lower conversion factor found here is the result of a systematic decrease of the values reported for photospheric abundance since Anders and Grevesse [89A] made their compilation. In calculating their scale conversion factor, [89A] chose 12 elements that led to an uncertainty of only 5% in the conversion factor, compared to the uncertainty of about 10% from the larger sample of elements used here and in [03L] to calculate the factor. It is also important that the elements used in the factor calculation span a larger range in different elemental properties (e.g., atomic number, mass, first ionization potential, condensation temperature) because the premise in linking the meteoritic and solar data is that there are no chemical and physical fractionations of the elements (except for the obvious loss of ultra volatile elements from meteorites). The small spread in the conversion factor nevertheless indicates that there is basic agreement of solar and meteoritic abundances. There is no apparent dependence of the conversion factor on atomic number, mass or any other nuclear or elemental property. We therefore believe that a reasonable estimate for the uncertainty of the relative scale of solar and meteoritic abundances is about 10%. Table 4 compares the solar and CI-chondrite abundances given on the astronomical abundance scale; equation (3) was applied to the meteoritic abundances of Table 3 . The last column in Table 4 shows photosphere/CI-chondrite abundance ratios. A more systematic comparison of the photospheric and meteoritic data is done in Table 5 , where elements are arranged in order of the absolute differences between Sun and Orgueil on the logarithmic scale, so elements with the largest relative abundance differences are listed first. The group of elements strongly depleted in Orgueil relative to the Sun consists of elements occurring predominantly as gases under planetary conditions. The largest depletion factors are found for the rare gases which decrease with increasing atomic number. The depletion sequence for N, C, and H indicates the general rarity of solid nitrogen compounds in meteorites and the predominance of oxides and silicates. Comparison of photospheric and CI-chondrite abundances, excluding highly volatile elements. Only elements with uncertainties below ~ 25% (< 0.10 dex) in the photospheric abundance determinations are shown. The greyshaded area is for elements that agree within ± 10%; the range for 20% agreement is shown by the other dashed lines. Hafnium and Mn are well determined in meteorites and in the Sun, but differ by more than 30%. Lithium and Be would also qualify for inclusion in this diagram but are not included. Lithium is by a factor of more than 100 higher in meteorites, because it is destroyed in the interior of the Sun by nuclear reactions. Beryllium is 15% higher in the Sun than in meteorites, suggesting no destruction by nuclear reactions.
Only Li is clearly consumed in the interior of the Sun by nuclear reactions. Nominally, B is depleted in the Sun by about 20% but within the stated uncertainties, it may not be affected. Beryllium is another fragile element like Li and B, and may be subject to destruction in the Sun. However, the comparison of photospheric and CI-chondritic abundances indicates that there was no Be loss in the Sun; indeed, the nominal Be abundance for the Sun is higher than in CI-chondrites.
There are 21 other elements where the difference between photospheric and Orgueil abundances exceeds 10%. For most of these elements, the combined uncertainty of the photospheric and meteoritic determinations is larger than the difference in abundance, indicating that solar and meteoritic abundances agree within error limits. Problematic elements are W, Rb, Ga, Hf, and Mn, which have abundance differences larger than the combined error bars. The error bar assigned to the solar abundance determinations of W is 40%, and for Rb and Ga 25%, which does not cover the abundance differences, which are a factor of 2.76 for W, 1.64 for Rb, and 0.61 for Ga. The estimated uncertainties for the concentrations of these three elements in CI-chondrites are below 10%. We suspect that either the uncertainties of the photospheric determinations are underestimated, or that there are unknown systematic errors involved. The abundances of Ga, Rb, and W need to be re-determined in the photosphere. The case is more serious for the two elements Hf and Mn. The abundance differences are 40 and 30%, but the assigned errors are 20% for Hf and 12% for Mn. Manganese was recently re-determined in the Sun by several groups, however, it remains a factor of 1.35 times higher in Orgueil than in the Sun. Line blending may not be the culprit as this usually leads to over-estimated abundances for the photosphere (e.g., like for Indium); but the photospheric value is lower than in CI-chondrites. Manganese can be accurately measured in meteorites. Its concentration in Orgueil is similar to that in two other CI-chondrites, Alais and Ivuna [03L] , and it fits with the abundances of other elements of similar volatility. The Mn/Na ratio is, for example, constant in most carbonaceous chondrites [03P2] , despite decreasing abundances of both elements with increasing petrologic type (from CI to CV) and despite the very different geochemical behavior of Mn and Na. We suspect that an unidentified problem in the photospheric abundance analysis may cause the discrepancy of the meteoritic and solar Mn abundances.
The problem is reversed for Hf: the meteoritic abundance of Hf is less than the photospheric one. This could indicate a problem with the photospheric abundance determination and suggest that line blending is more severe than already corrected for in current models. Two recent Hf analyses using different models essentially obtain the same abundance, and if there is a problem with the analysis, it remains elusive. The Hf concentration in CI-chondrites has been accurately determined, because Hf is important for Lu-Hf and W-Hf dating. The very constant Lu/Hf ratio discussed above closely ties Hf to other refractory elements which do not show such large differences in abundance to the Sun as does Hf. This issue awaits resolution.
There are now 40 elements with a photospheric/CI-chondrite abundance ratio between 0.9 and 1.1 (Table 5 and Figs. 4 and 5), whereas in 2003, there were only 27 elements [03P1] . In particular, there is excellent agreement between the solar and meteoritic abundances of the REE, due to the recent improvements in photospheric measurements [09S2] . The agreement of the solar data with our new compilation is better than 5%, except for La and Tb, which deviate by 12 and 15%, respectively. Special cases are Cr and S, where the combined error bars just match the abundance difference. The solar abundances of Cr and S have very low formal uncertainties of ± 2%, which are identical or below the estimated uncertainty of the meteoritic values, and the uncertainty estimates may be too optimistic. The abundance difference is below the combined error bars for all other elements in this group, as indicated by the negative sign in the last column of Table 5 .
In summary, the agreement between photospheric and meteoritic abundances is further improved with the new solar and meteoritic data. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6 there is no apparent trend of the solar/meteoritic abundance ratios with increasing atomic number, or increasing volatility (decreasing condensation temperature) or any other property of nuclides or elements. In addition, the solar/meteoritic abundance ratios are independent of the geochemical character of an element, whether it is lithophile, siderophile or chalcophile, which indicates that any chemical and physical fractionation of silicates, metal, and sulfides did not affect CI-chondrite abundances. Table 5 . Comparison of elemental abundances in the Sun and the CI-chondrite Orgueil (in order of decreasing difference in abundance)
incompletely condensed elements in meteorites (rare gases, H, C, N,O) 
Solar System abundances
Recommended present-day solar abundances
We follow Lodders [03L] to derive the representative present-day solar abundance in Table 6 based on CI-chondrites, photospheric data, and theoretical calculations. In cases where solar and meteorite data have comparable accuracy for a given element, the recommended abundance is the average of these values. For other elements, meteoritic data seem more reliable. The recommended present day abundances in Table 6 are converted to the astronomical scale using the same conversion constant between the astronomical and cosmochemical abundance scales as described before. A graphical representation of the elemental abundance distribution is given in Fig. 6 .
The meteoritic abundances in Table 3 cannot be used for the extremely volatile elements, such as H, rare gases, C, N, and O which are strongly depleted in all types of meteorites. The recommended data for the abundances of ultra-volatile elements like H, C, N, and O are from photospheric determinations, and from various sources and theory for the noble gases (see comments for photospheric abundances of He, Ne and Ar above and for Kr and Xe in [03L] ). The mass fraction of He can be obtained from inversion of helioseismic data to match sound speeds of H and He dominated mixtures under physical conditions appropriate for the solar convection zone. The mass fraction Z, which combines all other heavy elements, is important as it governs opacities and thus the density structure of the Sun's outer convection zone. The depth of the solar convection zone derived from helioseismic data poses constraints on the permissible fraction of heavy elements (see [08B2] for a detailed review). The helioseismic inversion models require Z/X ratios and heavy element abundances (for opacities) as input. Therefore, the He mass fraction and the He abundance from such models are dependent of X/Z. In principle, one should use the abundance data and X/Z from the new compilation here to derive the He abundance from helioseismic models and fits to solar data, but modeling the solar interior is beyond the scope of this paper.
The absolute fractions of X, Y, and Z can also be derived from Z/X and the X (hydrogen mass fraction). Basu & Anita [04B2, 08B2] found that the estimated mass faction of H from helioseismic models is relatively independent on the Z/X ratios within the range of 0.0171 < Z/X < 0.0245. If X is approximately constant for this range, variations in Z/X are solely due to variations in Z. In that case and because X + Y + Z = 1, the variations in Z must be accompanied by a corresponding variation in Y. The models by Basu & Anita [04B2] yield an average X = 0.7389 ± 0.0034. We assume here that compositional differences within Z (mainly governed by the mass fractions of O, C, Ne, see below) from our new abundance set also do not alter this model result by much, and use X from [04B2] to estimate the He mass fraction. With Z/X = 0.0191 found from the abundances in Table 6 , and X = 0.739, one obtains Z = 0.0141, and from this Y = 1 -X -Z = 0.2469. This mass fraction of He corresponds to an atomic He abundance of A(He) = 10.925, which is listed in Table 7 .
The mass faction of heavy elements (Z = 0.014) is intermediate to those in the compilations by [98G] (Z = 0.017) and [05A1] (Z = 0.012); see Table 7 for a comparison of present-day solar values. The He mass fraction (Y) found here is smaller than that in previous compilations, but the (rounded) He abundance is the same in the three compilations ( Table 7) . The H mass fraction of X = 0.739 ([04B2] adopted here is essentially the same as in [05A1] and [07G] , and the smaller value from [98G] appears to be the result of different model assumptions. The He abundance proposed here needs to be evaluated with results from helioseismic models calibrated with the recommended abundances of the elements (other than He) and the X/Z ratio found here. The Z/X and Z obtained here are higher than in the compilations by [03L] and Grevesse and coworkers, e.g., [05A1, 07G] , but are still lower than those in the older compilation by [98G] . Table 7 compares the mass fractions of the most abundant elements in present-day solar material. About half of the mass fraction of Z comes from O, followed by C, Ne, and Fe (see Table 8 ). The higher Z here is mainly from the increased O and Ne abundances, which may help to eradicate the problem of the incompatibility of standard solar models with more recently recommended present-day solar abundances [08B2] . 
Solar System abundances 4.56 Ga ago
The present-day photospheric abundances described above are different from those in the Sun 4.56 Ga ago, at the beginning of the Solar System. Two processes affected the solar abundances over time. The first is element settling from the solar photosphere into the Sun's interior; the second is decay of radioactive isotopes that contribute to the overall atomic abundance of an element. The first is more important for large scale modeling; the second changes in isotopic compositions and their effects on abundances are comparably minor but important for radiometric dating. The isotopic effects are considered in the Solar System abundance table in this section, and elemental abundance changes due to isotopic decay are minor. Settling or diffusion of heavy elements from the photosphere to the interior boundary layer of the convection zone and beyond lowered the elemental abundances (relative to H) from protosolar values (see [08B2] ). Diffusion reduced abundances of elements heavier than He by ~ 13% in the outer convection zone from original protosolar values, whereas the He abundance dropped by about ~ 15%; modeling these depletions also depends on opacities, hence on abundances. With these estimates, the proto-solar abundances (subscript 0) are calculated from the present-day data for the astronomical scales in logarithmic "dex" units as
and for all elements heavier than He it is On the cosmochemical abundance scale, the relative proto-solar abundances of the heavy elements appear unchanged from present-day solar values because that scale is normalized to Si. However, on this scale, the relative H abundance is less, and the He abundance is slightly higher (because of the higher diffusive loss). The protosolar mass fractions and He abundance at the time of Solar System formation are listed in Table 9 ; which is to be compared to the present-day values given in Table 7 . It is up to the solar models and helioseismology to derive the best-fitting current and proto solar He mass fractions from the given abundances of the other elements.
Abundances of the nuclides
The abundance of an element is determined by the numbers and abundances of its stable isotopes, which in turn depends on the stability and production rates of the nuclei during thermonuclear reactions in stellar interiors. In 1919, Harkins [17H] observed that elements with even atomic numbers are more abundant than their odd-numbered neighbors, which finds its explanation in the nuclear properties of the elements. There are 280 naturally occurring nuclides that make up the 83 stable and long-lived elements. These are all the elements up to Bi with Z = 83, except for unstable Tc (Z = 43) and Pm (Z = 61) that only have short-lived isotopes, but the long-lived (relative to the age of the Solar System) Th and U bring the total back to 83 elements. Bi, we only have longer-lived nuclides of the actinides Th and U with the mass numbers 232, 235, and 238. Several nuclides have the same mass number but are isotopes of different elements, simply because A is given by Z + N. In comparisons of the nuclide distributions as function of mass number, the nuclides with the same A (isobaric nuclides, or isobars) are often summed up. Figure 7 shows the abundance distribution of the nuclides at the time of Solar System formation 4.56 Ga ago. The abundances of nuclides with even A have usually higher abundances than the odd numbered nuclides that plot parallel to the even numbered A in a somewhat smoother distribution curve.
Abundances peak at mass numbers for closed proton and neutron "shells". These nuclear "shells" are to be understood analogous to the closed electron shells that characterize atomic properties. The "magic numbers" for nuclear stability are 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126; and nuclides with Z and/ or N equal to these magic numbers are the ones that show large abundances in the diagram of abundance versus mass number (A = Z + N). This is particularly notable for the light doubly-magic nuclei with equal magic Z and N, e.g., 4 He (Z = N = 2), 16 O(Z = N = 8), and 40 Ca (Z = N = 20). Beyond the region of nuclides with mass numbers of 56 (the "Fe-peak" region), abundances decline more or less smoothly and spike at certain mass number regions. The nuclides beyond the Fe peak are products from neutron capture processes and the peaks correspond to regions where either nuclides are preferentially made by the slow-neutron capture, s-process operating in red giant stars (e.g., Y and Ba regions) or by the rapid-neutron capture r-process probably operating in supernovae (e.g., Pt region); see [97W, 02W, 08S3] for reviews on stellar nucleosynthesis. Here "slow" and "rapid" are in reference to beta-decay timescales of the intermediate, unstable nuclei produced during the neutron capture processes. The nuclide yields from these processes depend on the neutron energies and flux, but also on the abundance and stability of the target nuclei against neutron capture which in turn depends on Z and N. Hence, the abundance distribution becomes controlled by the more stable "magic" nuclides that serve as bottlenecks for the overall yields in the neutron capture processes.
Only a few nuclides beyond the Fe-group are exclusively produced by the s-or r-process; most of the nuclides have varying abundance contributions from both processes. If the fraction from each process to each isotope is known, the overall contribution of the r-and s-process to the elemental abundance can be estimated (see [08S3] for a recent table on the r-and s-contributions). A small number of proton-rich nuclides cannot be produced by neutron capture reactions and they are made by the p-process, originally thought to be a proton capture process. Currently discussed mechanisms of the p-process are photon induced reactions with high γ-fluxes that preferentially remove neutrons from target nuclei, or neutrino driven reactions, as well other nuclear processes. The p-process is not yet really understood. The contributions from p-process nuclides to elemental abundances are usually quite small, except for Mo, where p-process isotopes contribute about 25% to the abundance. Table 10 is an update to the nuclide abundance table in [03L] . It gives the percent contribution of the isotope(s) for each element, and the atomic abundance relative to 10 6 silicon atoms at the time of Solar System formation. The abundances of radioactive isotopes (indicated by a star next to the element symbol) are adjusted accordingly from the measured present-day abundances. Figure) . Suess [47S] attached significance to this smoothness and suggested that elements with poorly known abundances may be found by extrapolation. The abundance curve has, however, kinks (e.g. at Sn) inconsistent with smooth abundances. high eccentricity may be observed at a radius markedly different from the galactocentric distance of its birthplace. Hence, any sample of stars even from a narrow range of distances is polluted to some (presently not quantifiable) extent with stars born at different places. This has to be observed if solar abundances are to be compared to abundances of nearby stars. Abundances of the ISM, from which the stars form, cannot be measured directly because in the ISM the refractory elements are condensed into dust (cf. [96S] ). One possibility to determine initial element abundances of stars at the instant of their formation is to determine atmospheric abundances from some kind of "young" stars that have not changed the surface abundances since their formation from interstellar matter. Best suited for this purpose are main sequence F and G stars from the galactic neighborhood, which show the kinematics of thin disk stars. There is no mixing between the burning zone and surface layers during the main sequence evolution of such stars. Hotter stars pose problems for abundance determinations by non-thermal excitation of excited atomic levels. Spectra of cooler stars are crowded by molecular lines, which make abundance determinations difficult. For B and in particular O stars rapid rotation of such stars induce mixing between burning zones and stellar surface, thus photospheric abundances do not reflect the elemental abundances at the time of star formation.
A number of accurate abundances determinations of main sequence F and G stars have been performed and results for four cosmochemical important elements (C, O, Mg, Si) are shown in Fig. 8 . They span a wide range of metallicities and cover essentially the whole evolution time of the thin disk. Fig. 8 demonstrates the enrichment of the ISM by the matter cycle between stars and ISM. The scatter of observed abundances is not significantly higher than the error of abundance determinations (< ± 0.05 ... ± 0.15 dex), thus abundance deviations between coeval stars are probably small [04P,06D4] . Solar System abundances as compared to main sequence F and G stars of the same metallicity from the solar neighborhood do not show conspicuous peculiarities. Table 11 shows average element abundances for F-and G-type stars from the solar neighborhood [05B3, 06B] and for stars with a metallicity range close to solar. These stars should have formed at about the time as the Sun and are expected to show very similar abundances. Comparison with solar abundances, which are given in the second column, show that indeed abundances are identical within error limits of abundance determinations. Also shown are average abundances of stars with an age of no more than a few Ga, if stellar ages have been determined. For such stars, one can assume that they formed from interstellar material with essentially the same properties as the present day ISM of the galactic neighborhood. Stars of early spectral type B have short lifetimes. Therefore, they sample abundances from the present day thin disk. Abundances have been determined in particular for B stars in stellar clusters and Table 11 shows average abundances for B dwarfs in stellar clusters with galactocentric distances from a range of ± 2 kpc around the solar circle. Despite the rather heterogeneous observational material the scattering of observed abundances around the mean is moderate, i.e., element abundances in the ring 8 ± 2 kpc around the galactic centre seem to be rather homogeneous. The average abundances and, thus, the metallicity Z, are typically slightly less than the present-day abundances found from main sequence F and G stars as it is found by Sofia & Meyer [01S] .
Abundance determinations from HII regions (clouds of glowing gas and plasma, in which star formation is taking place) around massive stars give also some information on the elemental abundances of the present day interstellar medium, but only a small number of elements can be analyzed. A serious problem is that the refractory elements are in part or even completely condensed into dust particles, but the degree of depletion usually cannot be determined with a sufficient degree of reliability, i.e., the total element abundance remains in most cases uncertain. Table 11 shows results from [04E] for the Orion nebula, since abundances in this nebula should reflect element abundances of the present day ISM in the solar vicinity. The table includes already the estimated corrections with respect to dust depletion. The abundances are almost the same as for young F & G stars. [94C2] , (10) [04E] 
